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Characters 

  

Yael     40 - years old, intelligent, and charismatic . 

Guy      44 - years old, handsome, and charming . 

Adi       38 - years old, bouncy, and innocent . 

Benny 47 - years old, sociable, and funny . 
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The Homo sapiens 

  

Welcome to the evolution of sex. 

First lesson . 

The prehistoric period. An ancient man, Homo sapiens , goes 

out hunting for the mammoth closest to his place of 

residence. His loin area is covered with a tiny piece of cloth . 

Outside the cave he notices a female from his tribe picking 

wild strawberries in the field. Stunning, lustrous black hair 

flowing over her shoulders, her face, legs, armpits.                

She's sweating with the scent of a desert goat, with her 

dazzling smile, full of black teeth, she captivates the male. 

He forgets about the mammoth and boom! His gaze locks on 

her ! The female Homo sapiens catches his strange look from 

a distance. She sees that the tiny piece of cloth he is wearing 

rises as if by itself and he approaches her quickly, with a 

hungry look . She runs away from him scared, but the Homo 

sapiens male hunts her. She runs fast, but he runs faster. 

With enthusiastic cries. )Gorilla cries. ( Ahhhhhh . He gets her . 

He drops a club on her head and drags her unconscious into 

a cave, to start a family… 

  forgive me ... but someone is waiting for me at a coffee shop. 
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Scene 1 

Coffee shop. Yael, attractive and impressive, sitting and 

waiting for someone . There's a sense that she is waiting for a 

blind date, curious to find who will come. She looks at is 

looking at people passing by with insecurity and anticipation . 

After a few moments Guy, tall and handsome arrives.  He sees 

her and waves hi from afar. Guy approaches . There is tension 

in air . 

  

Guy :Here I am . 

Yael  :Uh , great ... Thank you for coming . 

Guy :No problem…  I just postponed a board meeting . 

Yael  :Really ? 

Guy :Ahah… Nonsense, it was too mysterious for me to say no . 

Yael  :Okay. Pause. I know you're short on time , so I'll get straight to 

the point , okay ? 

Guy :Of course . 

Yael  :Cool . 

Guy :Cool. 

Yael  :Cool . 

Guy :Cool. Pause. Yes ? 

Yael : Look , I've been thinking a lot about it lately and it's a really     

         difficult decision for me, but I decided I want to have a baby . 

Guy :A baby ? 

Yael  :Yes , a baby. 

Guy  :Pause. it's wonderful, wow, I'm so happy for you . 
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Yael  :Really ? 

Guy : So ? Did you meet someone? 

Yael  :No . 

Guy :No ? 

Yael  :No , I didn’t   

Guy :Uh  ... so you want to do it yourself? 

Yael  :Yes . I was at my doctor this week and he said as clearly as 

he could  :"You have half a year left to do it . With someone or 

by yourself". 

Guy :Stressful . 

Yael  :Maybe, but that's the situation . Better late than never, right? 

Guy :Obviously... nowadays everyone's doing it. So? Through the  

         bank ...  

Yael  :No . 

Guy :No ? 

Yael  :No . 

Guy :No ? 

Yael  :Absolutely not . 

Guy:OK, so is there anyone you think you can do this with? 

Yael  :Yes . 

Guy :Oh  ,great, and have you already talked ? 

Yael  :Not yet . 

Guy :A gay friend ? 
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Yael  :No . 

Guy :Half gay ? 

Yael  :No . 

Guy :So, who ? 

Yael  :You . 

Guy :Me ? 

Yael  :Yes, you. 

Guy :Are you serious ? 

Yael  :Give it a moment to sink in . 

Guy :You're serious . 

Yael  :I wouldn't joke about something like that . 

Guy :Yes, but ...  

Yael  :What ? 

Guy :Do you want me... into a plastic ... 

Yael  :No . It's important to me that this will happen naturally . 

No hormones , no injections , no test tubes, naturally. 

Guy: Naturally ? So... wait... you mean you and me ...  

Yael  :That's right. Naturally.  

Guy :Do you really mean it !? 

Yael  :Yes , I know it's complicated . 

Guy: Complicated?! I'm married . 

Yael  :Yes , to Adi . 
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Guy :Your best friend . 

Yael  :Precisely because of that . 

Guy :What !? 

Yael  :I'm not saying it's simple . 

Guy :You're right, you said it's complicated . 

Yael : It's not like I've got all the details all worked out yet… 

Guy :Oh  ,really?! 

Yael  :We will of course have to talk to her and see how we do it 

with the consent of all parties . It's clear to me that there's a 

little entanglement here . 

Guy :A little? 

Yael  :And many more things that still need to be resolved along 

the way . 

Guy :Good luck . 

Yael  :But it is important for me first of all, to understand as an idea 

if this is something you would be willing to do, for me .              

Then we can get down to the fine print. We are intelligent , 

creative, enlightened people. We are in 2021.                           

We will find solutions for everything as we go along . 

Guy :Do you think Adi would agree to such a thing !? 

Yael  :Yes , I believe so . She loves me . 

Guy :Yes, but it's not a PlayStation. It's a baby . 

Yael  :I totally get that. Listen , I understand exactly what this 

means . And I know this is a huge request . From both of you. 

But I feel I would only be able to do such a thing with 

someone close, someone I know . 
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Guy :What are you asking of me? Shared parenting ? 

Yael  :No , not at all , what the hell, I'm not an idiot, you already have 

a family . 

Guy :That's right . 

Yael  :I will raise him alone , you see , I don’t want anything from you 

except your sperm . 

Guy :Yael, I 'm so sorry. The truth is that I am also terribly 

confused . I don’t really understand , there are endless 

wonderful men out there, why not go out to some bar, invite 

someone over to your apartment , and that's it. Naturally.    

Yael  :Listen, I'm too old for a pickup bar. and I tried an online 

search , but there are only perverts out there. And I don’t 

have the time to start doing in depth research on every man I 

meet in the dark . And those who haven’t yet had children 

may become obsessive and insist on being a part of the 

baby’s upbringing , and I don’t want that . I want to raise this 

child alone. By the way, Adi showed me the tests you did 

before the birth of the twins. Just so you know, you have no 

genetic diseases . 

Guy :Are you serious !? 

Yael  :Yes, no genetic diseases . And you also look nice. 

Guy :Look, that's very flattering to me , but it doesn’t make sense, 

you will go to bed with me just because of my genes ? 

Yael  :No way! You also have a high IQ . 

Guy :So, you're basically saying… that you want have sex with 

me !? 

Yael  :Once . 
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Guy: Now you’re telling me?! 

Yael  :What do you mean ? 

Guy :I've been fantasizing about you for years . 

Yael  :Really ? 

Guy :Obviously . Adi's best friend, who if I ever had a free pass,        

of all the women I know… you would be the first… but it's not 

possible… Yael… why did you come to me with such a thing 

now… 

Yael  :I'm sorry, I was just hoping ...  

Guy :Do you remember that a few years ago, we were all at the 

beach, and I asked you to teach me to surf . 

Yael  :Of course , you tried to stand on the surfboard and kept 

falling into the water . 

Guy :You wore a red swimsuit . 

Yael  :Turquoise . 

Guy :Turquoise . It was the first time in my life that I saw a Brazilian 

bikini . 

Yael  : You did, ha. 

Guy :And since then, this picture of you, is stuck in my head. You 

just got a sheep tattoo… 

Yael  :Tiger . 

Guy :On your shoulder . 

Yael  :Hip . 

Guy :Is it still there? 

Yael  :Where would it go ? 
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Guy :You know how many times I thought to myself… If only we 

had known each other, when I was still single and I could … 

even… for one night ... God forbid… it could have been 

amazing ...  

Yael  :Well then maybe now it will be possible . For One night . 

Guy :Stop it, no way , listen , I don’t know what you smoked this 

morning . But Adi will never ever, in this lifetime, agree to 

such a thing . 

Yael  :Leave Adi to me. As an idea you agree, let me think 

about how to come about it, and how to talk to her . 

Guy :It will never work. And even if theoretically it would, you think 

that a man would agree to have a child, just to have a one-

night stand. Wonderful as it may be . 

Yael  :Oh no…  but to do it anonymously at the sperm bank ...  

Guy :It's not the same . 

Yael  :Don’t play innocent. This won't be the first time you do 

something outside the nest . 

Guy :What do you mean ? 

Yael  :Sarit . 

Guy :Who is Sarit ? 

Yael  :Your secretary . 

Guy :Ronit . 

Yael  :Oh, her name is Ronit . 

Guy  :Pause. What ?! I ...  

Yael  :Don’t deny, it would be ridiculous and lame . 
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Guy :How do you know ? 

Yael  :Now I know. Every woman with eyes in her head could see . 

Except for Adi , Who I love with all my heart, but you must 

agree that she is the most innocent person in the universe . 

Guy :It happened once . I was completely drunk at a Purim party in 

the office, in the cleaning room, and have been feeling so 

guilty about it ever since . It's never going to happen to me 

again . 

Yael  :Ok.  

Guy :I'm serious . 

Yael  :I said OK . Listen , that's fine. I'm not judging you . On the 

contrary, I understand the need . And I really don’t want to lie 

to anyone . Especially not to Adi . I'm just asking you to give 

me a chance. I'll be able to convince her. I know her so well. 

Better than she knows herself . I'm not going to do anything 

behind her back . It will only happen if she agrees. Guy, for 

me it will change my life. For you it's just a few minutes' 

work. 

Guy :I'm shocked. 

Yael  :People change as they approach their deadline. But forget it 

if you're not interested ...  

Guy : I'm interested. I'm very interested in... I'm crazy about you, 

what does that have to do with it?! I really want to . Very, 

very, very, much want to. I would like to do it more than 

anything else in the world . But I'm sorry , I can't. it will never 

get past Adi.  
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Ancient Greece 

Lesson two . 

  Ancient Greece . Aristophanes , a man with a white beard , 

dressed in toga, lies on a large pillow on the porch, eating 

grapes and reading philosophical writings for his enjoyment. 

Suddenly, he sees a young man leading a sheep to a 

pasture. Young man sings: Tolulo.  

The sheep: Mmmmmmm…  

Aristophanes calls the innocent young man to come closer. 

he seduces him with grapes, and feeds him one grape at a 

time, while he touches and strokes the sheep . Mmmmmm… 

the young man and his sheep look very pleasant to the eyes 

of Aristophanes.  

He debates  which of them to come on to or to flirt with .           

The young man ? Tolulo ... The sheep ? Hmmm ...                             

The young man ? The sheep ? Aristophanes finally drops a 

grape to the floor; the young man bends over to pick it up 

and Aristophanes makes sure that he doesn't get up again. 

And since then, they have been bending over in happiness 

and wealth, to this very day… 

But excuse me now… I have a meeting with a friend ...  
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Scene 2+3 

Coffee shop. Yael is waiting for Adi, an innocent and high 

energy girl . Adi arrives . Later in the Scene, Benny enters as a 

flashback from the Gymboree classes.  

Adi  :I'm sorry I'm late, I didn't mean to pull you out of work.                         

I thought you were at the beach. 

Yael  :Nonsense, I didn’t go to the beach. There were no waves . 

Adi : Oh  .OK . 

Adi and Yael: Listen, you look amazing ! 

Adi : Laughs. Really?! I must lose some weight . 

Yael  :Nonsense! You look great... but I… Speaking of which…                

I must urgently start cutting down on alcohol… It's also not 

good if I want to ...  

Adi  : Yes, I see you have switched to carrot juice . 

Yael  : Yes, and I ordered coffee for you . 

Adi  : Oh yeah, coffee, thanks. you know me  - so well . 

Yael  :I was dancing at a party last night until four am, and guys 

kept sending me more drinks and more drinks and text 

messages. And I'm not as fit I used to be. 

Adi  : Oh, I'm dying for opportunity to dance . 

Yael  : Well, there's a new class at the gym , pole dancing . 

Adi  :Pole dancing ? 

Yael  :Yes, dancing on a pole . 
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Adi  : Don’t you feel that you have danced on enough poles in your 

life? 

Yael  :Hey! that's not nice. It was never just a pole. There was 

always a person attached to it. Well, enough about me , what 

happened?!  

Adi  :I had to talk to you . 

Yael  :Well , that's why I'm here . The truth is I also wanted to talk to 

you about something . 

Adi  :Well, then you are first.  

Yael  :No, you . 

Adi  :No, you . 

Yael : You !!! 

Adi  :OK, I don’t know where to start… I'm so scared ...  

Yael  : Who are you scared of? 

Adi  : Myself . 

Yael  :What have you done ? 

Adi  :I haven't done anything yet, but I’m about to.  

Yael  :What !? 

Adi  :I met someone . 

Benny: Sings. Dedy Shrek Tu Tu Tu Tu...  Dedy Shrek Tu Tu Tu 

  Tu  ... Dedy Shrek ...  

Yael  :I don't understand . 

Adi  :Yael, I think I'm in love . 

Yael  :Of course, with Guy. You have 3 kids and a cat 
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Adi   :True, but also.. . 

Yael  :What do you mean also?!  

Adi  :I met someone yesterday ...  

Yael  :Yesterday?!   

Adi  :Yes . 

Adi goes into a Gymboree classroom. On her shoulder lays  

a blue diaper. Tied to her shirt is a string with a pacifier on it 

Benny :I understand you are still weaning off?  

Adi  : What? Oh, no… laughs. Yeah , it belongs to the little one.                   

I forgot it's still on me, along with the diaper and the throw up 

stain on my back . I left quickly and didn’t even have time to 

change my shirt . I left the little one with a babysitter and I 

only came with the twins I'm trying to tire them out for 

another exhausting evening of three bedtime stories in a row. 

Benny :Sounds tough . 

Adi  :How do you make them sleep ? 

Benny :A good slap on the bum . 

Adi:  Oh, right… 

Benny: Just teasing you. 

Adi  :Ah . 

Yael  :And are you already in love with him?!   

Adi  :Yes, it has not happened to me in fifteen years . 

Yael  :Where did you meet ? 

Adi  : In the Gymboree class.              
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Benny :I've seen you here a few times already, but we never made 

an official acquaintance. I'm Benny . 

Yael  :Oh ...  he's 4 years old ...  

Adi  : Older… 

Yael  :How much older? 

Adi  : Older… maybe… 44... to benny. Adi, nice to meet you . 

Benny :And what do you do besides ? 

Adi  :Besides What? Oh, besides raising kids ? What else can I do ? 

Yael  :Does he have kids ? 

Adi  :Yes , two girls . 

Yael  :And what ? how? What do you mean? 

Benny :You know it's very bad . 

Adi  :What ? 

Yael  :What did you talk about ? 

Adi and Benny: Sucking. 

Yael: Sucking?! 

Adi: Sucking on a pacifier. 

Yael  :Makes sense . 

Adi  :Yes , he is against it. He says it creates ...  

Adi and benny: You know it creates life dependency.  

Yael  :Oh. 

Adi  :What do you mean? 

Benny :Have you heard of the oral stage? 
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Adi and Yael : Sure . 

Benny :So, if you don’t move on in time for the next stage, 

you might get stuck in it forever.   

Yael  :Well, forget the suckers for a sec'. So? 

Adi  : Whatever make them fall asleep, I'll give them. Even if it 

something to suck on. I'm already exhausted . 

Benny :You don’t go on vacation sometimes ? 

Adi  :Vacation? A vacation with the kids is not a vacation . 

Benny :And if I tell you , I'm taking you on a vacation right now. 

Where would you like to go ? 

Yael  :Is he divorced? 

Adi  :I don’t know ; I really need some time off . Maybe Thailand? 

Yael  :Is he a widower? 

Benny :Thailand . Makes sense . 

Adi  :Why ? 

Benny :All the beauties go to Thailand . .. 

Adi  :And what does that have to do with me?       

Benny :You are the most beautiful woman I have ever seen in my   

life . 

Adi  : Please, don’t laugh at me, I look like a dish cloth. 

Benny :You are stunning . 

Adi  : Me ? 

Benny :You . 

Yael  :Is he married? 
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Adi  :Are you hitting on me ? 

Benny :Obviously . 

Adi  :Yes , he's married . 

Yael  :Uh . 

Adi  : Oh, Oy.  

Yael  : And you ? 

Adi  :I'm married . 

Yael  : She is married . 

Benny :Congratulations . 

Yael  :Thank you so much . 

Adi  :And you ? 

Benny :Same. 

Yael  :No… I am going to die here and now. 

Adi  :Congratulations… so wait , I don’t understand. So how can you 

hit on me ? 

Benny :Just like this . 

Adi  :I'm a mother . 

Yael  :You are a cheater . 

Benny :That is the sexiest thing there is . When a woman becomes   

a mother, she becomes mature beautiful and round . 

Adi  :Me? Round ? 

Benny :Very much . Oozing femininity . 

Adi  :I'm Oozing?  
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Benny :Femininity . 

Adi and Yael  :Oh.  

Yael  :So together you are cheating. 

Adi  :Absolutely not . 

Yael  :How are you not? 

Adi  :Because no. So, you're actually… behind your wife's back ? 

Yael  : You're going to get a divorce, and didn't tell me ? 

Adi and Benny : God forbid . 

Yael  :So ? 

Adi  :So? If you are hitting on me… then ...  

Benny :I don’t believe in owning another person. I believe in 

freedom. We don’t put handcuffs on each other . I have no 

ownership of her heart and she has no ownership over my 

heart. 

Adi  :I didn’t understand . 

Yael  :No ownership . 

Benny :I don’t place a barrier on her passion, and her desires.              

If she wants to be with someone else , it's fine. 

Adi  :No way ! 

Benny :I don’t think anyone has the moral right to deny another 

person, passion, love , good sex . 

Yael  :No way! 

Adi  :They are polyamorous. 

Benny: We are polyamorous. 
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Yael  :Oh. 

Adi  :Polly ...  

Benny: armory… it's in Latin . 

Adi  :Oh, in Latin . 

Benny :Yes . 

Adi  :Wow. I've never heard of it  . 

Yael  :I heard of it . 

Adi   : I didn’t, but it turns out that's where the world is heading.    

He explained everything to me about it. It not it won't be 

infidelity because we will not lie to our spouses . We will tell 

them that we meet someone, and we will continue to be 

happily married, only that each of us will have a boyfriend or 

a girlfriend . 

Yael  :Wow ! What a perfect arrangement "No lies ". 

Adi  :Yes  ,no lies ! 

Yael  :So, that means Guy can be with someone else and you'll be 

fine with that ? 

Adi  :Yes . 

Yael  :Really !? 

Adi  :Yes ! 

Yael  :Really , really , really ? 

Adi  :Yes . 

Yael  :Wow. How come we didn’t think about it before ? 

Adi  :About what ? 
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Yael  :How come people didn’t think about it before ? 

Adi  :I don’t understand . 

Yael  :It's sounds so much fun . 

Adi  :Right ? 

Yael  :Obviously ...  

Adi  :You don't understand , from the age of sixteen I haven’t had 

such butterflies in my stomach. He's devastating, funny , 

smart…             

Yael : And Polly ...   

Adi  :Amory ...  

Yael  :And his wife ...  

Adi  :Polly ...  

Yael : Amory… Guy is not enough for you? 

Adi  :Guy is amazing; it has nothing to do with enough ! It’s like if I 

tell you now: "You have enough dresses in your closet and 

you no longer need to buy a new dress ". 

Yael:Got it! You’re right. 

Adi  :You see . 

Yael  :When you're right, you're right . 

Adi  :There is only one more small problem ...  

Yael  :What ? 

Adi  :How do I talk about it with Guy ? 

Yael  :Oh. I don’t know . But you really understand all the 

Implications of this ... 
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Adi  :Do you think Chopie would go along with such a thing? He's 

as cute and loyal puppy . 

Yael  :True , he is truly loyal. 

Adi  :Right ? 

Yael  :The most .Pause .Change. Do you want me to talk to him first ? 

Adi  : Laughs. Obviously . 

Yael  :No problem . 

Adi  :Wow, I would so much want it ...  

Yael  :That what friends are for . 

Adi  : I know, right?! 

Yael  :Yes , I'm a lawyer, that's what I do for a living, convincing 

people. This is my profession . It is also always much easier 

when it comes from a third party.  

Adi  :You're a real sweetheart . I love you so much . 

Yael: It's a done deal . 

Adi  :But I'll talk to him. 

Yael  :Are you sure!? Because I'll do it for you . 

Adi  :It must be me . Once I have the courage , I will discuss it with 

him. oh, the little one… oh, wait… you also wanted to talk 

about something ? 

Yael  :Yes  ,next time . 
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The chapter 

 

Dominus Santos ... Benedictus ... Dominus ... Santos ...  

The 13 century  - England . A religious woman kneels in a 

church in front of a statue of the crucified Jesus.                     

A priest approaches her with the communion bread  .Santos 

Dominos Santos ... Benedictus ... Dominos ... Santos  ... 

The woman opens her mouth, and the priest gently puts the 

Holy bread on her tongue. The woman looks at the priest 

with admiration and sparkling eyes and she is left with her 

mouth open and begging eyes. The pastor realizes that there 

is a devoted believer here and strokes her head warmly.    

Santos Dominos ... 

Benedictus  ... Dominos ... Santos ... he looks around to 

make sure they are alone and then signals her to go into the 

Confession booth so he can give her absolution. 

The woman goes inside, the pastor discreetly puts on his 

hood, rolls up his cloak over his legs and follows her into the 

Booth. Inside, in the dark, he confesses to her that he is not 

wearing underwear . 

Twinkle, twinkle, little star. How I wonder what you are!  

Dominus Santos ... Benedictus ... Dominus ... Santos ...  

benny sings. Dedy shark Tu Tu Tu Tu… 
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Scene 4 
 

At a Gymboree classroom. Guy and Benny sing to  

themselves. In the background sounds of kids playing.  

Guy :Singing . The wheels on the bus go round and round…  

Benny: Singing. Dedy shark Tu Tu Tu Tu ...  Dedy shark Tu Tu 

Tu  ... Dedy shark. Looking at the kids playing. Cute . 

Guy :Yes, so cute… to die for …  

Benny :Laughs. Nice to meet you. I'm Benny . 

Guy : Likewise, Guy . 

Benny :I'm the father of the blue shirt smeared with avocado . 

Guy :I'm the father of the orange shirt with the banana spots. 

Benny :Sweet . 

Guy :Thanks . Yours too . 

Benny :Thanks . I'm usually the only man here . 

Guy :Indeed . 

Benny :Do you come here often? 

Guy :No, usually my wife comes here. only today I released her so 

she can go to the dentist.  

Benny :Yes, same here.. . 

Guy :Really ? So, what do you do ? 

Benny :I'm a surfing instructor. 

Guy :Really? 
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Benny :Yes, all types . Surfboard, Long Board  ,Kite Surf. 

Everything .  

Guy :Really?  

Benny :Especially for French ladies. 

Guy  : Really? 

Benny :Do you surf? 

Guy :I tried . I prefer to make money . 

Benny :Your loss . 

Guy :Not usually.  

Benny :What do you do ? 

Guy :I run a venture capital fund. Do you invest ? 

Benny :I tried once… didn’t go well . 

Guy :Your loss . 

Benny :Yes, always . 

Guy : To his girl. Amber , no ! Don’t go there! It's dangerous ! Not with 

your eyes closed ! No  ... it's not a slide  ... it's the security 

guard ! 

Benny : To the girl. Paris!  But you can see he doesn’t want to play 

with you ...  then leave his shirt...  you will tear it  ... you will 

tear it… you will tear it… you tore it... never mind… 

Guy :Sweet kid . 

Benny :Yeh . 

Guy :Do you come here a lot ? 

Benny :Every day . The best pickup spot. 
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Guy :Seriously ? 

Benny : Don’t you know ? 

Guy :I'm not sure I understand ...  

Benny :The kids play there, and the parents play "Mommies and 

Daddies " Just yesterday I met someone, she would have 

made your jaw drop. What a beauty, she almost ripped my 

clothes off, here on the Bean bag. 

Guy :Are you serious ? 

Benny :I swear. If it looks like a duck, and it's all over you like a 

duck, and begs for it, like a duck ...  to the girl. Paris, leave that 

duck already ! Do not pull his head  ... because it will Fall 

off… it will fall ...  it will fall … it fell off... nothing happened.  

Guy :Really sweet . 

Benny :Yes, right? 

Guy :What did you say? Pickup ? 

Benny: Look , these are bunch of women who haven’t had good 

sex for at least ten years . They’ll get on their backs in a 

second. before you can Count till three. They no longer do it 

with their husband after the first year. They're tired,  they just 

had their baby, they must wait a bit , they argue who turn is it 

to put the kids to sleep: your turn ! No, it is your turn ! Your 

turn! No, it is your turn ! But these are just excuses for not 

having the same boring sex, over, and over again . 

Guy :There's ...  There’s something to it… to the girl. Amber! Don’t 

go inside!   Because it's not a game ! This is that lady's bag ...  

now go up the maze… go quietly ... we'll play hide and 

seek ... yes go! I'm looking for  ... hide ... I'm closing my 

eyes...  One, two, three, four… hide…  continue… 
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Benny :There is nothing you can do, no one is to blame, we are 

not monogamous creatures by nature. Our testicles are too 

big relatively to our bodies . 

Guy :Really ? 

Benny: Of course. There is a scientific study that proves that in 

mammalian species , where males have testicles that 

are 1 to 8 in size, relatively to the brain, which means a 

larger amount of sperm, they are not monogamous . 

Guy: 1 to 8?  

Benny :Think about it. Why would we need millions of sperm , if in 

reality, we needed only one , to fertilize one egg ? It would 

have ended with three sperms, three children . 

Guy :Totally. 

Benny :But there is nothing you can do about it, It’s in our nature, 

deep down, we are not supposed to be monogamous . 

Guy :It sounds logical . But tell me… 

Benny : To his girl. Give him back his glasses… He can fall of the 

slide ...  He will fall of the slide…He… fell of the slide ...  

Guy :To this girl. Oh, never mind! But how do you even start talking 

to them ? 

Benny: I start with Sucking . 

Guy :Sucking !? 

Benny: Sucking pacifiers, yes: "Do you know it's really bad for 

them?! It can damage your child permanently and keep him 

stuck in the oral phase forever . 

Guy :You are not serious… and this is enough for them to 

cheat? Don’t they have any conscience? 
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Benny :True . It's complicated . But that why I have my secret 

weapon and that closes the deal.     

Guy :What secret weapon?     

Benny :No way . 

Guy :Come on… 

Benny :Let it go . 

Guy :I can't . 

Benny :Leave it , If I tell you, I'll have to kill you . It's deadly . 

Guy  :Tell me, then kill me. 

Benny :You know what , you look like a nice person , so I'm giving 

you a one-time gift here , a Superhero power, please use it 

responsibly , it's a very dangerous tool, if not used 

properly, it's like a boomerang . 

Guy :Okay, I got it,  one more of your… Amber Let's go home 123 !  

I found you ! 

Benny :I tell them I'm polyamorous . 

Guy: Amber, go hide again... One, two, three…hide . You tell 

them what ? 

Benny : It's in Latin, poly - a lot, amore - Love . 

Guy : And it means? 

Benny :That I'm married, but I also have a girlfriend. And I'm not 

lying to my wife, I tell her I have a girlfriend . So everting is 

fine . 

Guy :Just like that ? 
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Benny: Just like that  ... the most genius things in life, are the 

simplest . 

Guy :You don’t say… and where's the catch ? 

Benny :There is no catch. That's the beauty . After all, just like you 

said, no one wants to be a cheater, it's terrible… But also 

doing it in the same position with your wife for eternity.. . 

Guy :It's terrible. 

Benny :Yes . 

Guy :But if you have a girlfriend, your wife has a boyfriend . 

Benny :That's right . 

Guy :So that's the catch . 

Benny :What catch? 

Guy  :That she’s… you know…    

Benny :What ? 

Guy :You know… she… well… like… boom, boom, boom . 

Benny :Oh . 

Guy :And it is irreversible… after someone was with your wife, he 

was with your wife. You can’t go back. 

Benny :Yes ,obviously, it's not for everyone. It's for men with self-

confidence . 

Guy :What ? And it doesn’t haunt you ? That your wife does it with 

some hairy, sweaty, neanderthal monkey, and then comes 

back to bed as if nothing happened . How can one even 

imagine such a thing? 
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Benny: So… don't imagine. And you want to hear another secret? 

They really do not come back to you, as if nothing had 

happened . 

Guy :What do you mean ? 

Benny :They come back burning like an upgraded turbo Ferrari 

engine… And you will suddenly find again the girl you met on 

your first date and thought was gone forever. This is the 

beauty of the modern man . It's not either/or it's both. Listen, 

people are not talking about it, but everyone who’s in it 

knows the truth, monogamous marriage, it may sound very 

promising on paper, but after you are already deep in it,  you 

don’t get paroled for good behavior. Thirty years from now, in 

the near future, monogamous people will be an extinct 

species . We will only see them in a museum . 

Guy :You know what? I think tonight I'm going to talk to my wife . 

Benny: Easy said than done… 

Guy :To his girl. Daddy  ,Daddy  ...  Daddy  ,Daddy ...  but you can see 

daddy is talking business… 

Benny :Anyway,  I'm leaving now. There is nothing to work with 

here today. Shouts . Paris  !!! She doesn’t like it ! Her body, her 

temple.  

Guy : To his girl. Amber ! Stay away from Paris ! Come here! Now ! 

We're going home . 

Benny: Just give me a break, this is my territory , please fish in 

another Gymboree . 
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The Marquis de Sade 

  The Fourth lesson . Quiet!!! the 17th century. A castle in 

France . On the walls are pictures of pastoral landscapes. 

Romantic classical music plays in the background.              

An aristocratic family sits down to dine . The servants serve 

lobsters in a boiling pot . Everything is pleasant and delicious . 

I said quiet !!! And at the same time , in the basement,  

the Marquis de Sade walks on all fours tied up to a collar 

around his neck. The maid, a busty woman enters the 

basement wearing a corset and garters. The Marquis barks 

at her. The maid gets angry and slaps him with a whip. She 

decides to punish him and ties him to the iron bedframe 

corners. His legs spread out. She rips his shirt off . A candle 

drips wax on his exposed body . Ah ,ah ,ah. The Marquis 

moans with pleasure, and gratefully licks her feet.         

Burning fireplace, handcuffs, sizzling coals, Ow! It hurts! 

Perfect, keep going. Ow! Oooh ! Ow! Boom! They collapse on 

the floor broken but satisfied. Above them in the dining room, 

they are serving pie and pudding for dessert. Bon Appetite. 
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Scene 5 

Adi and Guy's living room . Guy is lying on the sofa and 

singing to himself, whispering . 

  

Guy  :The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep… 
Beep, beep, beep, beep, beep, beep…. 
The horn on the bus goes beep, beep, beep 
All day long… 

 

Adi  :Shhhhhhhhhhh ...  

Adi enters exhausted after putting the kids to sleep . 

Adi: Finally… she fell asleep.  

Guy :Thank God . 

Adi  :Hopefully tonight she will sleep all through the night properly.                   

I don’t know what else to do. 

Guy :Maybe she's teething?  

Adi  :Maybe. Pause. are you tired ? 

Guy :No. Surprisingly I'm not . 

Adi  :Great, I wanted to talk to you about something . 

Guy :Great. I also wanted to talk to you about something . 

Adi  :Really? 

Guy :Really . 

Adi  :So, who’s first? 

Guy :You . 

Adi  :OK, but I want you to really listen . 
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Guy :Obviously . 

Adi  :And be opened minded. 

Guy :Off course . 

Adi  :At first it may sound a bit strange, even extreme, but it turns 

out that it is very trendy now ...  

Guy :I won't be vegan… I must have real milk in my coffee ...                

not rice milk , not almond milk , not soy milk ...  regular milk...  

simple… 

Adi:  It's not veganism . 

Guy :Oh , it's not vegan, so whatever you want… do you want a 

cup of coffee ? 

Adi  :I wanted to talk about something that a lot of people have 

been doing lately, and I thought maybe it's maybe it can also 

be right for us… they call it…  She is too nervous to pronounce 

the work correctly. Po ... po ... po ...  

Guy :I have a feeling it's something that starts with "po".  

Adi  :I just don’t know how to say it . 

Guy :Just say it . 

Adi  :I'm Afraid of your reaction . 

Guy :Mine ? 

Adi  :Polyamory . 

Pause. Guy is silent . 

Adi  :What happened? Why are you so quiet ? Are you okay ? 

Guy :Yes . 

Adi  :Have you heard anything about it ? 
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Guy :Yes . 

Adi  :So, you know what it means ? 

Guy :Yes . 

Adi  :Cool . 

Guy :Cool . 

Adi  :Well , leave it… its stupid… we really don’t need ...  

Guy :Where did you hear about it !? 

Adi  :What does it matter ? 

Guy : It matters to me. 

Adi  :I don’t remember ...  

Guy :Try to remember . 

Adi  :I think ...  

Guy :Excuse me ? 

Adi   :In the Gymboree . 

Guy :Son of a bitch… Motherfucker… 

Adi  :Who ? 

Guy :The son of a bitch… what a son of a bitch… he and his 

duck… and his dick.  

Adi  :Shhhh ...  you will wake the wake up the kids. 

Guy :I don’t care! 

Baby crying . 

Adi  : Thank you ! 
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Adi goes out to the other room to make sure the baby is okay 

and returns after a moment . 

Guy :I'm going to kill him him! I'm going to break his neck or kick 

his face ! I'm Going to slice him into tiny pieces, tiny little 

pieces! Master Chef! I will chew his face off! I will strangle 

him! I will drown him in a ball pit at the Gymboree… I will turn 

him into Sponge Bob, and wipe the floor with him…  So, you 

want to sleep with him?  

Adi  :With whom?!      

Guy :With him . 

Adi  :With whom ? 

Guy: The Gymboree ! 

Adi  :With whom !? 

Guy :With the man who told you about the Polly !? 

Adi  :Why do you think a man told me about it ? 

Guy :Is it a woman that told you about it?!  

Adi  :No . 

Guy :So, don’t play dumb.  

Adi  :What does it matter who told me !? 

Guy :It matters to me! 

Adi  :OK, I understand that you’re against it.  

Guy :I didn’t say that . 

Adi  :Are you for it !? 

Guy :Do you want to sleep with him ? 
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Adi  :So, you're against it . 

Guy :I didn’t say that . 

Adi  :So, you're in favor !? 

Guy :Do you want to sleep with him ? 

Adi  :Ok let’s forget it… I just wanted to wake us up a bit ...  so 

maybe you will get back to being who you used to be…  

Guy :No ,no  ,no  ... who I used to be?! ...What we used to be!            

And we will not forget about it, we will wake up for sure  

 ...and I never stopped being who I once were ... I am always 

me…we are going for it, big time. 

Adi  :Okay, I realized you're against… what did you say !? 

Guy :I am always me . 

Adi  :Not that, the other thing . 

Guy :Oh , we are going for it, big time ! Going ?! Flying ! 

Adi  :Really ? 

Guy :Really . 

Adi  :Are you sure ? 

Guy :One hundred percent . 

Adi  :Really ? 

Guy :You already asked. Either way, we haven’t done it for a year 

and a half . 

Adi  :A year . 

Guy :New Year's Eve doesn’t count . 

Adi  :And it’s my fault?! 
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Guy :I didn’t say that . 

Adi  :Do you have a problem with my performance? 

Guy  :Cynically. Of course not. You are a mother . 

Adi  :True , I'm a mother . And just to let you know that a mother is 

round. A mother is oozing femininity; a mother is beautiful . 

Guy :Beautiful. Beautiful. Cynically. So how can I have problems 

with your performance?!  

Adi  :What do you want !? 

Guy :Nothing, everything is great. What do I want? What do I 

want? What do I want? Pause. Do you understand exactly 

what it means ? 

Adi  :Yes . 

Guy :This is not a one-sided thing. If I allow you, you allow me . 

Adi  :Obviously . 

Guy :And you're OK with it ? 

Adi  : I think so...  yes . 

Guy :OK… I’m sitting at the bar. Drinking martini . Shaken not 

stirred. After a great day at work . I made a lot of money .             

I'm great . I feel good... Then she enters . Tanned… 

beautiful… stunning… she is also great… we are both 

great… there is tension in the air ...  the smell of… coconut 

oil… and a brazilian bikini… red… no…   turquoise ... she 

approaches me with a sexy walk… intoxicating… she looks 

at me straight in the eyes… what is your name ? Waldman, 

Guy Waldman. I realize she wants me, right here and 

now… on the bar…oh ... and she also has a tattoo… of a 
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ti  ...a sheep  ... on her neck ... and she has huge breasts…  

charming and huge… is that okay with you ? 

Adi  :How huge ? 

Guy :As huge as I want . 

Adi  :Oh, it's really huge. That huge is not healthy. That sort of 

weight can really ruin your back. She would be all hunched 

over. 

Guy :Her back remained straight. 

Adi  :Is that your taste? huge chest ? 

Guy :Maybe, I don’t know. So, it's okay with you that she and she 

and I… Shtupping ? I just want you to understand where 

you're heading to. The last thing I need is that now you tell 

me that’s ok, but after a month when it has already 

happened , and a lot of water has gone under the bridge , you 

will suddenly regret it, and then we’ll be in a complete mess . 

Adi  :No mess . 

Guy :And if you see me coming back after I had 

some… disheveled, with a stupid smile on my face ? 

Adi  :You have a lovely smile . 

Guy :Really? And if I'm going to bed tomorrow with another 

woman's perfume  on me , it won’t bother you? 

Adi  :If it's Chanel number 5 it's OK . 

Guy :Really !? 

Adi  :Yes . 

Guy :And in the morning… when you go to the washing machine,  

and you see smeared lipstick on my shirt , you will not care !? 
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Adi  :Oh no, of course I will care…  you know how hard it is to clean 

such a thing ? It needs a special wash, and I have to clean it 

by hand . 

Guy :And… you don’t like to you don’t like rubbing? 

Adi  :I Love to; it's just depends who I rub.  Pause. What happened !? 

You're starting to talk dirty  All of a sudden, 

Guy :I don’t know , it just came out. 

Adi   :Laughs. Look what it does to us just talking about it . 

Guy :Oh yaaaa. 

Adi  :So, think what will happen, if we actually do something . 

Guy : I think I'm a little bit attracted to you . 

Adi  :A little bit ? 

Guy :Listen , there's a possibility… that we are on to something 

good. Really good. Come here . 

Guy approaches to kiss her. A voice of a crying baby . 

Adi  :Your turn . 

Guy :NO, your turn . 

Adi  :Your turn . 

Guy :That's right . 

Guy : The baby falls silent . I've still got it .Looks at Adi. I see . 

Adi  :Don’t worry, we'll do it on Saturday. 

Guy :I'm worried! On Saturday we are with your parents . 

Adi  :Oh, so on Sunday. 

Guy :In the petting zoo with the rabbits.  
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Adi  :Oh, right .On Monday . 

Guy :Board of Directors. OK. All right . It Doesn’t matter. But are we 

on with that thing ? Polly ...  

Adi  :Yes, yes . 

Guy :Are you sure ? 

Adi  :Of course! 

Guys  :So, it's a deal? 

Adi  :I'm a big girl. Guy gets up and walks away. where are you 

going Chopi? 

Guy :Where am I going? Aaahmmmm… jogging . 

 

• For the full text please connect the playwright: 
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